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D always think that aeromodelling

is very character·building - you
r---. get a lot of practise at coping with

disappointment. Things are
probably better than they were - when
I used to mess ;::bout with free f1ight
models, they never, ever, came home
unbroken. Nevertheless, from time to
time even the best slope or thermal f1yer
has to show he's made of the right stuff.
So after you've put a brave face on
things at the field, endured your wife's
comments following your unexpectedly
early return, kicked the cat, and are now
sitting at your place of modelling, with
teal'S streaming down your·face as you
contemplat~ the wreckage of your former
pride and joy, how are you actually
going to get this thing back in the air?

The reason for writing this article is
that I think that, whereas it is usually
fairly clear how to mend an all·wood
structure, some of the techniques you
can use to mend foam w1l1gs are not
particularly obvious. I should also say at
the outset that some of these tricks
would not meet the standards of your
real craftsmen, whose (slightly
puritanical?) instinct will always be to
cut a way all tainted material, back to
solid foundations and build anew.
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However, those of you who lack these
ethical scruples, or who, like me, are
forced to compromise by lack of time,
will cry "Sod that - let's get back on
the slope as fast as possible!".

Fig. 1. We'll start with" vpry",impl"
way of mending- small divots in leading
edges (1 al. This should only be used in
lower stress regions, ie not close to the
centre join. You need masking tape, a
small piece of polythene sheet (Solarfilm
backing is iJeal) and five-minute epoxy.
Stick the piece of polythene to the
underside, put a blob of epoxy in the

divot (1 b), pull the polythene round the
leading edge and tape it to the top
surface (1 c). If you put too m uch epoxy
in and it splurged all over the place,
.remove the polythene, wipe the epoxy
off, and try again with a smaller blob.
This gives an instant mend which will
conform precisely to the shape of the
leading edge.

Fig. 2. Question: How do you mend a
dent or crease in the surface of a
Solarfilm-covered foam wing, when the
problem is in a low stress area ie near
the wing tip (2a), and the wing still feels
firm across the fault? Answ'"e?;-you don't
mend it, you get your film iron out and
unstick the film, allowing it to stretch
over the dent/crease (2b), and nobody
will know the difference! The last club
trainer had one of these as a result of
someone trapping it in a car door, and
nobody ever knew. (I promised not to
ffrass on the perpetrator of thia crime,
but Bernard and I know who it was).

Fig. 3. If the dent/crease is larger, in
a more highly stressed area, or the wing
feels a bit wobbly across the fault, then
you need to mend it in a way that re·
establishes the integrity of the skin
across the fault. You will need five·
minute epoxy and a piece of metal (an
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old steel rule is ideal, but don't let one of
those craftsmen types catch you at it).
Mix a good slurp of epoxy, slop it in the
crease, and then use 'the ruler thing to
comb over the surface of the wing
towards you (30.). If you put the right
amount of epoxy in then you will fil!d
that there is a little mound of the stuff
being pushed along by the ruler (3b),
and that you will finish up with a
perfectly level mend matching exactly
the top contour of the wing. If you don't
put enough epoxy in then just let it go
off and repeat - this may, in any case,
be necessary if the crease is very" deep.
This type of mend can be as strong as
the wing was before you broke it.

Fig. 4. If the crease is in a highly
stressed area, ie near the wing join, then
you need to add spars to the above
reci pe. You need an extra piece of high
techonology for this one - a hack-saw

)llade. The hack-saw'blade is used to saw
'ts for plywood spars. Use a steel ruler

LU guide the blade to start with. and
begin at a shallow angle so that the
teeth can begin to cut into the surface

Fig. 4
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(40.). If your crease is in the top surface
and the bottom surface skin is sound,
then you don't want to disturb the'
bottom skin. The rounded end of the
hack·saw blade makes this easy. You
can cut right through the foam as far as
the bottom surface without actually
going through it (4b).
. Then you cut your spars out of
plywood making them big enough to
stand lI8th of an inch proud (4c), and
epoxy them in, making sure they are
well glued to both top and bottom skins.
When, the epoxy has gone off sand the
spars level with a block (4d), and fill the
crease with epoxy using the steel ruler
thing as above (4e). Note - a single
hack-saw blade gives a nice fit for
1I32nd ply; if you want to use 1/16th ply
then break your hack-saw blade in half
and stick the two bits together w,ith
double-sided tape.

Fig.5. If you conclude that the fault in
the skin is so objectionable that a
complete transplant is unavoidable
(sounds like a very heavy cure for acne)!
then proceed thusly. Mark the extent of

the patch with nice long straight lines
(50.) (bet you wished you hadn't gummed
your ruler up with epoxy nuw!). Attach
the material frum which your patch is tu
be cut with double sided tape. Then,
using your ruler, positioned by those
long straight lines, cut through both
patch and original skin (5b). Remember
to huld the knife at an angle as shuwn
(5e) so you get a patch which will fit
really snugly.

Now remove the patch, wrinkle out the
uld skin, press down the foam a little, a
gQod slurp of five minute, and stick your
patch in leaving the top slightly proud,
and making sure that the edges are well
joined to the original skin (5d). When
dry use a sanding block to match the
profile of the wing (5e). Note the use of
1I16th or 3/32nd balsa for the patch;
this is because it is extremely hard to get
a decent match if you try to do the mend
with obeche, whereas the balsa can be
sanded down to match perfectly.

Fig. 6. You will not ha ve failed to
notice that these situations are getting
progressively more ugly as we go on. So

Fig. 5
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 8. A variation on this technique
can be used with semi- or fully
symmetrical wings. Proceed as far as
sanding the top surface of the foam in
exactly the same way, but then turn the
wing over, place it on the foam blank
from which it was originally cut, pack
up the foam with some strip wood, and
sand the bottom of the foam level with
the bottom section (8a). This enables
you to get a foam patch which is exactly
the right section; both top and bottom.
(Repeat. after me "In future I will always
keep my foam blanks in a safe place").
Then proceed as before, using slightly
thicker balsa which can be finally
sanded down to section (8b).

Finally, here are a couple of ideas for
you to incorporate at the building stage.
which may help to avoid some of the
pain of the above. Fig. 9. A wing
bandage, applied with resin, is usually
specified over the centre wing join.
Unfortunately this only serves to move·
the weak-point to the edge of the
bandage which is still at a position of.
very high stress. To obviate this problem
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apply the glass-cloth bandage with
SP113 epoxy, but extend the area
covered by the epoxy well out beyond the
cloth in the kind of shape illustrated in
the diagram.

Technically minded readers will
realise that the wonderful curvy shape is
designed to provide optimum relief of the
stresses, but I suspect I don't lose much
by using a simple triangular pattern
made out of straight lines. If the wing is
an aileron wing, cover out to beyond the
end of the aileron, which is another
weak-point. SP113 is advocated because
it is claimed to strengthen wood, even
without the use of cloth. The resin is
finally rubbed down with "wet and dry"
prior to covering, preferably with glass
cloth and Aerokote

Fig. 1O. You can also strengthen your
tips by cutting across the corners with
your trusty hack-saw blade (lOa), and
epoxying 1/32nd ply pieces in (lOb),
before sanding back to shape. A coat of
SP113, just on the tips, and the last half
inch of the wing panels, and of course

. appliedeconomicallyfrom the same

,

brew as the centre bandage, will provide
the best possible insurance for these
highly exposed parts of the model's
anatomy (10c).

Well, that's about the strength of it.
Someone once said "Why can't they
make aeroplanes ou t of the same stuff as
black boxes'?", but until the back-room
boffins come up with such a material for
modellers (rubber impregnated balsa'?) I
suppose the occasional bit of mending
will face us all. Actually, I must admit
that when one of your actual experts
really dorks one, my sympathy is tinged
with a faint glow of reassurance that
these supremely accomplished figures,
who stride the pages of HCM&E and
Radio Modeller like giants, are
actually nlade of t.he san1e stuff as us
ordina~y mortals.

And while I wouldn't actually wish
this on anyone, I hope th",t these ideas
will be helpful when the inevitable
occurs. And as I said at the beginning,
it's all terribly character-building - like
cold showers and running up mountains
before breakfast ... !!;;J
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now (shock, horror) - the complete
break! (Ba) If the break is actually fairly
clean then the remedy is simply to bung
it back together again but strengthened
with sparlets. This time however the
sparlet slots are cut right through the
wing. The trick is to cut one side first
(6b), then offer up the bits of wing to
each other, and use the slots in the first
side to guide the hack-saw blade
accurately into the other half (6c).

Again, cut the sparlets over-height and
epoxy in place, making sure they are
well glued to both top and bottom skin
(6d), finally sanding down to match the
top section using a block ·(6e). It is
extremely important that you do not
introduce any twist at this stage so if
your wing is flat-bottomed do the gluing
up operation ""ith it placed on your
building board and weighed down. Don't
forget to protect the board with
polythene sheet as models do not fly well
with building boards stuck to the bottom
of the wings. If the wing is semi- or fully
symmetrical, then either use the foam
blanks which the wings came in or turn

the wing on its back, if that was the way
it was originally built.

Fig. 7. What do you do if... your
mother-in-Jaw takes a big bite out of
your leading edge? (7a) In other words,
any situation where you have to replace
the full depth of the structure of the
wing. The method described here will
give you a wood/foam/wood sandwich,
but the trick is that it helps you to shape
the pieces of new material very easily
and with sufficient accuracy to achieve a
strong, perfectly fitting, and reasonably
light mend.

Well, first of all, you resolutely cut
away all the affected material (7b). Then
you cut a piece of foam to the right plan
form.(7c). Now you must determine how
thick the piece of balsa for the bottom
skin is to be, which i" determined for 11

flat bottomed wing by the curvature of
the aerofoil. Briefly, you want the piece
to be thick enough so that, after sanding
to section, there will be sufficient
material left to stick securely to the back
of the leading edge. With the.common
thermal sbarer sections 1/8th is often

thick enough. Also decide what
thickness to use for the top surface, say
3/32nd.

The next operation is to sand the foam
so that it perfectly matches the top
section. This is achieved by placing (no
glue yet) the foam in the hole, but raised
above the height it will eventually be
fixed at by extra packing (7d). Then you
sand across with a block (7e), so that
the top of the foam takes on the same
section as the top of the wing (7f). Then
when you remove the extra packing and
glue in the new bottom skin (7g), topped
with the foam (7h), the top of the foam
will be sitting nicely below the final
level of the top skin (7i). Now you can
easily stick in a new balsa top piece (7j),
and sand it down to section.

Before the tinal sanding, sort out the
leading edge. This is best achieved by
cutting back toa couple of inches .
beyond the patch at each side (7k), and
splicing a new piece in. Don't forget to
cut the ends at an angle - go for about
4:1, or .the joint will be a weak spot.
Finally, sand it all down (71).
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